
This presentation represents a deep 
dive into artifacts demonstrating my 
comprehensive involvement with 
UX/UI design and development. 
Present are my varying levels of 
participation and stakeholder 
engagement which I have stewarded 
toward successful completion of 
applications for desktop, tablet and 
mobile devices. A complete case study 
of my own composition and research 
occupies the last three pages.



I alone composed this “One 
Sheet” to out line the basic plan 
and objectives of the project.

This is an excerpt 
from a PowerPoint 
presentation that 
I designed from 
stake-holder input 
to explain progress 
of project to the 
business concerns of 
the DOE.

Featured here are behind the scenes elements that I created or utilized to complete an application flexible 
enough to gather and disseminate information regarding the large number of elements that manage the 
Public school’s Athletic league.

Excerpted BRD 
used to explain  
what I should 
focus on within 
the project...this 
was provided by 
stakeholders.

This one of dozens of my design iterations.
The gray center boxes will be filled from a 
CMS. The boxes also will vary in number, 
shape and functionality according to the 
application objectives.



These samples are a tiny fraction of the supporting documents (and hours of meetings} that I used or 
created to bring the project to completion.
The application is one of allowing for rapid safety examinations of the NYC DOE school busing system.

QA map provided by stakeholder to assist me in proper 
composition and user-flow of application elements

Sample of initial wire frame composed I in Balsamic.

Sample of initial High-Fidelity prototype I composed in Axure.

BRD excerpt provided by stakeholder to assist me in composing design and technical elements fer this project.

.



Supporting documents for a highly secure and comprehensive GPS integrator using complex interactions of satellite 
and ground-based meta-data. The objective of which is to allow certain DOE employees access the various conditions 
of its transportation system and passengers/operators.

My initial wire frame and prototype designs.

One-sheet and BRD excerpts from stakeholders.



The samples here reflect the detailed response I alone created to the initial 
stakeholder meeting for a planned revitalization of its public facing website

...and the supporting stakeholder documents used to initiate this project.



This application literally had one quickly composed BRD featured here:

...while this Salesforce cash register of mine and its Lightning Design System construct was completed with 
verbal instructions ONLY.



Case study for rebranding of MAHRO 
prepared by Mark D'Amico 
July 7, 2020 
markdamico.com 

The scope of this project, as outlined in the MAHRO RFS, is one that our digital products lead 
can, and will, implement via a highly advanced skill set and project management paradigm. 
Please be advised that every paragraph and bullet point in the MAHRO RFS will be explicitly 
and exhaustively expressed in a way that dramatically exceeds the quality that you, the 
stakeholder, are anticipating. 

To support our promised outcome, this case study will address the most important and broadest 
strokes of the project to demonstrate our commitment to its quality and success. The case study 
will therefore engage in a demonstration of our deliverables in a way that is indicative of 
technique and style that will ensure the powerful results that MAHRO requires going forward. 
Also, please be advised that our included sample indicates only one of perhaps countless 
possibilities that MAHRO will have to ultimately avail itself of and that we will provide. In a 
nutshell, we will work with you until your confidence level in our work is at its peak. 

Primary to our goals is to unify all digital products, i.e. website, collateral and applications with a 
graphic branding that leaves no question as to where the MAHRO materials originate from and 
what their purposes are. That is, the logo and color scheme on the website will be repeated 
throughout all materials whether they are newsletter, letterhead, application forms, video 
presentation or what have you. 
The website revamp goal should be to take its current content and place it in a contemporary 
design that far exceeds its current blandly confusing configuration. The website in its present 
state appears as though it is connected to some sort of defunct organization that could not be 
bothered with keeping its public face alive, fresh and dynamic. For example, all MAHRO 
collateral materials:  
-2019 Insurance Workshop
-Commissioners Conference
-Occupancy Workshop
-Annual Conference
-Executive Directors Workshop
-Board and Committee Meetings
-Conference brochure
-Board Report
... will appear under a new and more effective visual aegis, unifying MAHRO undertakings and
solidifying in the user's mind a sense of currency/stability in the organization, which they will
find, ultimately, very reassuring.

Of additional importance is the need for all these materials to be dynamic and easily updated to 
further demonstrate MAHRO is an organization supremely active and on the move for its users. 
Therefore, we will be making its ease of backend functionality a priority to forestall any lag in its 
routine updating. Likely a WordPress CMS, with a state-of-the-art front-end approach to UX/UI 
development using all current coding and software. Web services, web analytics and all 
automated workflows such as Salesforce and Salsa Engage will likewise be seamlessly 
integrated to form a highly robust and work efficient web presence for MAHRO. 
To clarify, we will provide, according to your budget and agreed upon scheduling, all new 
materials which your RFS requires, pending approval by your stakeholders upon their complete 



satisfaction with all completed designs. 

Functionality: 
Full, effective, and efficient functionality will be applied in accordance with the overall needs of the entire 
website and any subsequent digital applications or products that the project may require. This functionality 
will be applied to the two main focuses of any website or application i.e. 
1. The front end: using the current technologies of HTML 5, JavaScript, J query and CSS 3 the developer 
can ensure all user interface elements, of any type, will be present and always working. The end-users will 
find their engagement of all functionality, such as data manipulation, account maintenance and navigation 
vectors-of the simplest to the most complex, are ones they can apply with complete and total confidence 
in their overall effectiveness. Additionally, single-page applications such as mortgage calculators or 
customizable calendars will be present and working as needed by way of using angular JS. Code blocks 
to allow for user analysis and second party engagement such as financial exchanges or search engine 
optimization will be securely running alongside all aforementioned additions and plug-ins as needed. 
2. The backend: the site will use backend technologies as composed and manipulated by WordPress. 
Specifically, PHP server scripts, PHP my admin and MySQL will do all the intensive data creation and 
manipulation that will appear on the front and public facing interface. WordPress possesses a cavernous 
volume of plug-ins, more than MAHRO could possibly need, that will allow for every conceivable type of 
data transaction to be done safely, quickly, securely, and of course, accurately.
Additionally, the use of WordPress will allow for routine updates by any authenticated public account 
holders and/or MAHRO operatives.
Combining WordPress backend with what our developer will use to compose the public facing graphical 
interface will give MAHROs digital life a virtually infinite variety of possibility and expression going 
forward.

We further propose that the project be broken down in the following manner: 
Phase 1: 
We will provide the graphics presentation which will include several choices of logo and color 
scheme to evaluate and choose from. This presentation will contain approximately 10 examples. 
Once a logo has been settled upon, we can move to… 
Phase 2: 
This phase will consist of a complete revamp of your current, public-facing website, 
incorporating the new logo and colors, updated fonts, contemporary visual design, all of its 
original content and functionality that indicates your state-of-the-art approach towards visually 
disseminating vital information for people in your particular housing market. 
Phase 3: 
Once the new look and feel of the website is approved all around, all its dynamic content and 
ability for it to be edited/updated will be implemented with a custom content management 
system via WordPress. 
Phase 4: 
All remaining collateral, regardless of its medium - be it print, digital or video will be updated to 
reflect the new look of the website. 
The timetable for all this has been put forth by the consultancy firm as approximately 2 months, 
and while the project submitted here is easily completed in that time, a breakdown of each 
phases time length is difficult to predict. However, again, the project can be completed in the 
prescribed period anticipated. 

What follows is a visual demonstration of how we might submit initial designs for approval. The 
design included here, again, is to demonstrate our ability to put ideas forth and not necessarily 
submit this demonstration as though it were meant for final approval (though it may very well be, 
eventually). 



Case Study, Visual UX revamp : 

Before 

After 

The above high-fidelity prototype represents a possible landing page which contains all the elements that 
would eventually be used in all other collateral and miscellaneous items connected to MAHRO. 




